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BACKGROUND 
Methodism progressed through the northwestern portions of the Rus-
sian Empire beginning in Finland (from 1861), then to St. Petersburg (from 
1889), to Lithuania (from 1893), to Latvia (from 1904), and to Estonia (from 
1907) by means of Swedish, Finnish, German and American mission activ-
ity.1 
Methodism made its way to Estonia through the influence of an Ameri-
can missionary in St. Petersburg. An energetic bachelor, Indiana native and 
graduate of Drew Seminary, Rev. George Simons was the unlikely New 
World connection between the capital of the Russian empire and its nearest 
Baltic possession. Upon his arrival in St. Petersburg in 1907, Simons made 
the acquaintance of an Estonian, Vassili Taht, who shortly became a member 
of the ethnically mixed Methodist congregation of St. Petersburg, which 
held Sunday services in succession in German, English, Russian, Swedish, 
Finnish and Estonian.2 Taht quickly joined forces that same year with an Es-
tonian friend, Karl Kuum, a Moravian lay pastor, soon-to-tum Methodist. 
The two of them began house and open-air preaching on the large island of 
Saaremaa, Estonia, with reports of thousands in attendance.3 
In 1908, in the wake of these meetings, converts formed the first Meth-
odist congregation in Estonia at Kuressaare, Saaremaa, officially recognized 
as a Methodist church in 1910. The Kuressaare sanctuary, erected in 1912, is 
the oldest in Estonia and still is in use.4 
On the eve of World War II, Methodism in an independent Estonia 
counted sixteen hundred full members, an additional fifteen hundred youth 
and children, twenty-six churches and Sunday schools, fifteen pastors and a 
monthly periodical, Kristlik Kaitsja (Christian Advocate).5 In 1945, in the wake 
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of two Soviet occupations, two deportations, Red Army- and Nazi-forced 
conscriptions, large-scale westward flight and battle casualties, what re-
mained of the thirty-one hundred members and adherents were some seven 
hundred Methodists in twelve churches. Church membership in the capital 
of Tallinn declined from some three hundred in 1939 to 175 in 1945 with 
only forty still active.6 One-third of the Estonian Methodist clergy were 
killed in Soviet prisons or died in Siberian labor camps, including Superin-
tendent Martin Prikask.7 Furthermore, the dismemberment of Methodism 
on Soviet soil in the 1920s and 1930s was followed after 1945 by the banning 
of the denomination in the newly annexed territories of Latvia, Lithuania 
and Western Ukraine.8 
POSTWAR GROWTH 
Nevertheless, growth against great odds characterizes Estonian 
Methodism throughout most of the postwar years. Membership in Tallinn's 
Merepuiestee Street Church, which has been the largest Methodist congre-
gation in Europe since the early 1960s, peaked in 1971with1,166 full mem-
bers, while the denomination as a whole recorded its high mark to date in 
1974 with an Estonian membership of 2,363.9 
In accounting for the survival-indeed expansion-of Estonian 
Methodism under Soviet rule, a strong, highly committed leadership cannot 
be overemphasized. Whereas only 77 of 250 Lutheran clergy remained in Es-
tonia at the end of World War II, and whereas the majority of Methodist 
ministers in Latvia and Lithuania fled westward before the advancing Red 
Army, most Estonian Methodist preachers remained at their posts.10 
Of twenty-eight former Baltic Methodist ministers attending a 1962 re-
union in Bay View, Michigan, or sending greetings to the gathering, only 
two were Estonian (Alex Poobus and Konstantin Wipp).11 Only one other 
Methodist minister, Eduard Raud, is known to have left Estonia during the 
war.12 As of 1940 Estonian Methodism was self-supporting, whereas Latvian 
and Lithuanian Methodists still received financial support from the United 
States. Whether or not greater Estonian self-sufficiency contributed to a 
given minister's decision to stay with his flock, one can only speculate.13 The 
survival of Estonian Methodism, with its remnant of some seven hundred 
members in twelve churches in 1945, appears all the more remarkable when 
it is noted that Estonia's Moravian Brethren, with over one hundred 
churches as of 1940, saw all of their congregations closed by Soviet authori-
ties following the war.14 
Symbolic of the fortitude of Estonian Methodism was its unofficial patri-
arch, Rev. Alexander Kuum (1899-1989). Son of the 1907 Saaremaa evangel-
ist, Rev. Kuum served many years as pastor of the Tallinn Methodist 
Church (1938-1952 and 1956-1970) and as Methodist superintendent (1962-
1974). The night of March 9-10, 1944, a Russian bombing raid on Tallinn de-
stroyed the twelve-hundred-seat Methodist sanctuary. Returning from the 
countryside, Kuum was crushed to find only charred embers where the 
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church had stood. Digging through the ashes he salvaged a metal piece from 
the baptismal font which still read, "Suffer the little children to come unto 
me .... " Taking heart, he determined to start his church anew with his own 
six children and the few remaining members who had not fled or been 
killed in the war.15 
Decades later Kuum shared the passion of his heart at a 1971 meeting of 
the Methodist World Conference in Denver, Colorado: "We Methodists in 
Estonia have one goal-to work for God in the Methodist way. Our aim is to 
save souls. We hold our hands high to receive God's power for we can't do 
without Him in these turbulent times."16 Western pastors, college and semi-
nary professors and bishops all have been humbled in the presence of the 
quiet, steel-like but joyous faith of Alexander Kuum, who counted even Si-
berian imprisonment (1952-1956) a blessing.17 
Rev. Hugo Oengo (1907-1978), Kuum's successor as superintendent 
(1974-1978), by all accounts brought exceptional gifts to his difficult job: a 
professor at the Tallinn Technical University, a member of the Estonian 
Academy of Sciences and one of Estonia's foremost construction engineers. 
Evacuated to Sverdlovsk in the Urals on the eve of the German invasion and 
a worker on major Estonian projects for the Russians after the war, he ulti-
mately lost his job due to his outspoken witness. Like Kuum, Oengo had a 
reputation as a powerful evangelist with a special burden for the preaching 
of sanctification and healing.18 
While Rev. Olav Parnamets (1937-), Oengo's successor as superinten-
dent (1979-), does not possess the administrative strength of his predeces-
sors, his quiet humility, gentle manner and spiritual depth consistently have 
won Estonian Methodism committed friends and helpers from the West. 
Pastor of Tallinn's Merepuiestee Street Methodist Church since 1970, Rev. 
Parnamets holds to the conviction that motivated Rev. Kuum and Rev. 
Oengo before him: that prayer, evangelism and openness to revival are es-
sential to the spiritual vitality of the church.19 
Several Russian sources point to leadership through twelve-member 
class meetings as a factor explaining Methodist vitality. In 1979 the journal 
of Moscow's Institute of Scientific Atheism went so far as to argue that, "The 
existence of the classes and the fairly flexible and capable management of 
them is one of the main reasons for the vitality and activity of the Estonian 
Methodist Church."20 Such small-group accountability indeed would be 
beneficial, Methodist leaders agree, but it has not been a feature of the de-
nomination's life in Estonia since it was rooted out by Soviet authorities un-
der Stalin.21 
In addition to strong leadership, Estonian Methodism's growth may 
stem in part from comparatively restrained Soviet interference in church life. 
For all its trials under Soviet rule, the denomination has had to endure a 
relatively tolerable regimen compared to most churches in the U.S.S.R. Ad-
mittedly, the Stalinist years proved harrowing, with mass deportations of 
more than one hundred thousand members of the nation's professional, 
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spiritual, cultural and political elite in 1940, 1945-46 and 1949.22 Neverthe-
less, from the late 1950s on, de-Stalinization introduced an unwritten modus 
vivendi between Moscow and the Baltic states: In return for Baltic efficiency, 
industry and political submission, Moscow was willing to concede a some-
what looser leash, especially in regard to cultural life and foreign contacts. 
Several factors contributed to the compromise. In the case of Estonia, the 
Russians found it quite difficult to penetrate the culture or comprehend the 
language.23 Estonian Methodists, in contrast to Baptists and Adventists, 
have had the added advantage of not having to take orders from a non-Esto-
nian, Moscow-based denominational leadership ever susceptible to political 
pressures. 
Geography also has worked to Estonia's advantage. Tallinn is a mere 
forty miles across the Gulf of Finland from Helsinki and is a port of entry for 
large numbers of Scandinavian and other Western tourists. The Tallinn 
Methodist congregation, within sight of a major Intourist hotel and within 
walking distance of the port of entry for innumerable Western ferry passen-
gers, undoubtedly has benefited from knowing and being known by large 
numbers of Western Christians who have worshiped with them. Because of 
the similarity of the languages and the proximity, Finnish television has 
been an Estonian mainstay for years. The Tallinn vicinity is the only part of 
the Soviet Union able to receive Western television broadcasts.24 
The Estonian Methodist Church holds membership in the Northern Eu-
ropean Central Conference of The United Methodist Church. The presiding 
bishop from 1970 to 1989 was Rev. Ole Borgen, a Norwegian residing in 
Stockholm, Sweden. He first met with Estonian Methodists in 1972 and av-
eraged biannual visits throughout his episcopacy. The bishop feels he was 
able to provide a measure of protection to his Estonian charges through (1) 
constant contact, (2) the unspoken possibility of bad publicity in the West if 
au thorities were overbearing with Methodists, and (3) his avoidance of the 
twin pitfalls of heavy public criticism of Moscow or gratuitous praise of the 
Soviet system. 
In 1989, Rein Ristlaan, the newly appointed head of the Estonian Coun-
cil of Religious Affairs (CRA), told Borgen directly that Moscow did not like 
having an outside bishop over Estonian Methodists. Soviet authorities nev-
ertheless grudgingly have acquiesced to Methodist "connectionalism," 
much to the long-term benefit of the Estonian churches.25 
Finally, Estonian Methodist leaders have proved comparatively resilient 
in the face of state harassment. Estonian Methodist pastor Heigo Ritsbek 
characterizes Alexander Ku um as "a good diplomat-a good ice breaker." 
"Kuum was fearless and made jokes of it when he was threatened by the 
KGB." 26 Rev. Oengo, like Kuum, knew Russian life firsthand. Schooled in 
the language and culture of his Slavic overlords, Oengo was not easily ma-
nipulated. According to his bishop, "He knew how to handle the Rus-
sians."27 
The current superintendent, Rev. Olav Parnamets, experienced his first 
KGB interrogation as a teenager in the early 1950s at the time of Alexander 
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Ku um' s arrest. By nahrre a retiring person, he would seem less tempera-
mentally suited to withstand constant pressure. As valid as this observation 
may be, it is still true that well before glasnost Rev. Parnarnets encouraged 
important unsanctioned activities, such as Sunday schools led by his wife, 
even as he endured repeated KGB and CRA blandishments. Rev. Heigo 
Ritsbek, by no means a stranger to state pressures, put it succinctly: "In Es-
tonia we had practically no underground churches, but all churches had 
some underground rninistries."28 And Estonian Methodist leaders have had 
a tradition of testing the limits of what the state will tolerate. 
In addition to strong leadership and comparatively restrained state 
interference, Methodism grew in the postwar era due to the church's em-
phasis upon evangelism. The period of greatest expansion appears to have 
occurred in the mid- to late 1950s. Between 1953 and 1962 the Tallinn Meth-
odist Church more than tripled its size from just over three hundred mem-
bers in 1953 to one thousand in 1962. Also, over a longer time frame, the 
very small congregations in the rest of the country doubled their ranks from 
530 total members in 1945 to 1,048 by 1964.29 The return of Alexander Kuum 
from Siberian imprisonment in 1956 appears to have been the primary hu-
man catalyst for growth. Many saw a reflection of the divine in this pastor's 
love and lack of malice. "I have no bitterness," he told a Western visitor 
years later. "It was for me a time of discovery, deeper truth, even though it 
was a time of suffering."30 On Ku um' s first Sunday back in the Merepuiestee 
Street pulpit that same spirit must have communicated to his congregation. 
It proved to be an emotional reunion, with everyone present standing to 
honor their shepherd. After the service many followed Kuum to his home 
for a time of hymn singing and continued rejoicing. 
A revival soon broke out in the Tallinn Church which saw many con-
verts added to the membership.31 The same phenomenon also occurred in 
1956 in the Kuressaare Church following special services led by Hugo 
Oengo.32 Such regularly scheduled revival weeks, usually led by an invited 
guest pastor, have been a longstanding feahrre of Estonian Methodist life.33 
A remarkably sympathetic Soviet analysis of Methodist growth, written well 
before Gorbachev, attributes much of the church's success to these "revival 
weeks" and other forms of" active missionary recruitrnent."34 
Another factor which likely has contributed to Estonian Methodists' 
growth is the church's strong commitment to basic Christian beliefs coupled 
with unusual flexibility in worship and tolerance for a range of views on 
what are considered secondary issues. They, for example, confound their 
Baptist and Lutheran friends by baptizing adults, as do the former and chil-
dren, as do the latter. Similarly, the majority of Methodist pastors have no 
personal experience with glossolalia (speaking in tongues), but at the same 
time have included believers of Pentecostal persuasion within their fellow-
ships since at least the 1940s.35 
The most dramatic example of Estonian Methodism's openness to new 
forms of worship concerns its outreach to youth beginning in the late 1960s 
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through contemporary rock music. As background it is important to note 
that Estonians are enthusiastic lovers of music, it being perhaps the ultimate 
expression of the national culture. Methodists, no less than other Estonians, 
share this passion. Only two decades after the war, for example, the Mere-
puiestee Street Church boasted five different choirs, an orchestra and a 
trumpet ensemble.36 
According to Bishop Borgen, new musical expressions were a fruit of a 
revival among Methodists in the late 1960s which in turn contributed to the 
spread of the revival, especially among unchurched young people.37 Also, 
performances of Western Christian groups such as Living Sound, The Reach 
Out Singers and The Continental Singers inspired imitation and led to West-
ern gifts to young Methodist and Baptist musicians of a wide range of 
equipment including synthesizers, amplifiers, speakers, drums and electric 
guitars.38 
Jaanus Kamer of the Tallinn Methodist Church formed the first Chris-
tian rock group in the Soviet Union in 1969. Kamer's Selah helped spawn 
other Estonian ensembles such as Ezra, and also Valeri Barinov's Trumpet 
Call in Leningrad, better known in the West than the others because of its 
success in securing a commercial recording in Nashville.39 
The impact this new sound had on The Methodist Church and the youth 
of Tallinn is best described in the words of Rev. Heigo Ritsbek, an eyewit-
ness: 
God sent another mighty movement of His Spirit...during [the] 
seventies .... Many young people began to attend the services at 
Tallinn Methodist Church on Thursdays, where through the music 
of the first gospel rock group in Eastern Europe the youth from 
Estonia and even from Russia were able to understand the message 
of Jesus for the first time in their lives. It was the message they had 
never heard before. All these Thursday evening worship services 
with the musical group Selah were jam-packed. It was a very 
moving experience to pray every evening with so many young 
people who committed their lives to Jesus.40 
By 1975 the Tallinn Methodist Church was meeting for worship seven 
times weekly with an average attendance of almost five hundred persons 
per service. Typically, four sermons in each meeting were interspersed by 
music from (now) twelve choral and instrumental groups performing tradi-
tional, folk and gospel rock arrangements.41 
Methodist "peace rallies" (1977-1981) and youth camps (1980-) serve 
as final examples of the denomination's imagination and flexibility in reach-
ing young people-and its boldness in testing the limits of official toleration. 
Organized by Rev. Heigo Ritsbek, these energetic youth-oriented events 
proved very successful, which in turn led to repeated and debilitating 
clashes with the authorities. Herbert Murd, leader of Ezra and co-laborer 
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with Ritsbek in various youth ministries, was arrested twice in 1980 and 
1981, serving difficult, one-year prison sentences on each occasion. Tragi-
cally, the ordeal destroyed not only Murd's marriage, but all his ties with 
the church; of late he has been working as a secular concert organizer. Rev. 
Ritsbek was subjected to innumerable police interrogations and was denied 
visas to attend Methodist meetings abroad on forty occasions. He finally 
emigrated to the United States with his family in February 1989.42 
Finally, Estonian Methodism has experienced growth because of the 
moral and material support it has received from Christians in the West. In-
deed, from the death of Stalin to the present, perhaps the most formative 
development for the denomination has been the end of its isolation. Esto-
nian Methodism has emerged with a vengeance from its virtual quarantine 
in the 1940s and 1950s to its present-day command of an exhilarating-and 
exhausting-array of denominational and parachurch ties with the West. 
With the dismantling of all Methodist work in Latvia and Lithuania, 
even the existence of the Estonian church was in question for some time. 
"For quite a while," notes a U.S. United Methodist Church official, " the 
churches .. . were out of contact with Methodist leadership in Sweden and in 
this country."43 In 1952, the same year Alexander Kuum was banished to Si-
beria, proceedings of a Soviet peace conference held at Holy Trinity-St. Ser-
gius Monastery included a rare acknowledgment of the continued existence 
of Estonian Methodism. In addition to a predictably fawning tribute to 
Stalin and Soviet peace policy by Estonian Methodist pastor Ferdinand 
Tombo, the conference volume, published in English, also noted that Rev. 
Martin Kuigre, superintendent of the Estonian Methodist Church, had at-
tended.44 
Dr. Harry Denman, director of the Board of Evangelism of The Method-
ist Church, visited Tallinn in 1956, the first-known postwar contact of the 
Estonian church with a Methodist from the United States.45 An especially 
dramatic break in Estonian Methodism's lonely vigil came in September 
1962 with a visit from Bishop Odd Hagen of the Northern European Central 
Conference of The Methodist Church, the first bishop to visit Estonia in 
twenty-two years. "The situation," he reported, "is easier than it was under 
Stalin-but difficulties are many."46 The previous April, the Estonian' s sec-
ond annual conference in more than two decades elected as its superinten-
dent Alexander Kuum, no stranger to" difficulties." 
In 1965 Estonian Methodists received their first-ever visit from a U.S. 
Methodist bishop, Richard Raines, and in 1966, their second, as they hosted 
Bishop Ralph Ward. The 1960s also saw perhaps Estonian Methodism's 
most acclaimed guest ever, Corrie Ten Boom of Hiding Place fame. But in 
terms of systematic sustenance and encouragement in the 1960s, the most 
important Western "breathing hole," to use Bishop Borgen's expression, 
was growing numbers of Finnish Methodist and Pentecostal visitors using 
the relatively easy access of the Gulf of Finland ferry between Helsinki and 
Tallinn.47 In the 1970s and 1980s the number of contacts with Scandinavian, 
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West European and U.S. church and parachurch representatives, as well as 
with increasing numbers of Western Christian tourists, absolutely exploded. 
(See Appendix II.) 
In the opposite direction, Soviet authorities permitted Superintendent 
Alexander Kuum his first postwar trip abroad to attend the Second World 
Christian Peace Conference in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in 1964. Subse-
quently Kuum was able to travel to Sweden and Finland in 1966, to Finland 
again in 1967 and to The United Methodist Annual Conference in Plauen, 
East Germany, in 1972. Superintendent Kuum's participation in the 1968 
United Methodist General Conference in Dallas, Texas, was the first-ever 
visit of a Methodist from the Soviet Union to the United States.48 In August 
1971, Rev. Kuum also attended The World Methodist Conference meeting in 
Denver, Colorado. The superintendent addressed the gathering with Bishop 
Borgen serving as translator. 49 
Rev. Hugo Oengo likewise managed a number of official visits to Euro-
pean Methodist meetings in his tenure as superintendent (1974-1978), in-
cluding trips to Finland, Sweden, Norway, East Germany, Switzerland and 
England.5° Finally, the present superintendent, Olav Parnamets, has traveled 
extensively. Since 1975, in addition to various Northern European Confer-
ence meetings in Sweden, Denmark and Finland, he has attended one U.S. 
General Conference (1988), three sessions of the Conference of European 
Churches (1979, 1987, 1989), two U.S. Methodist Board of Discipleship 
"New World Missions" (1978 and 1990), the Second Lausanne Conference 
on World Evangelization (1989) and four meetings of The World Methodist 
Council (1978, 1981, 1985 and 1986). (See Appendix II.) 
Evaluating the relative importance and effectiveness of Estonian 
Methodism's various Western contacts is fraught with difficulty, in good 
measure because the players are legion. But a second judgment comes easily 
to anyone conversant with the subject: that is, that the development of East-
West ties has been a major-likely, the major-influence on the corporate 
life and morale of postwar Estonian Methodism. Especially for the past two 
decades, most major aspects of the church's life-for good and ill-bear the 
imprint of Western influence. To say this is not to belittle the Estonian Meth-
odist achievement in the Soviet era. Actually, Estonian Methodism con-
sciously and judiciously chose to encourage Western ties for its own protec-
tion.51 
TIES WITH WESTERN CHRISTIANS 
The most important East-West relationship has been that between Esto-
nian Methodists and The United Methodist Northern European Central 
Conference, especially its bishop and its small contingent of Swedish- and 
Finnish-speaking Methodists from Finland. The relative ease and regularity 
of Finnish Methodist contacts and Bishop Borgen' s forthright yet carefully 
nuanced relationship with the Estonian Council of Religious Affairs cannot 
be overestimated.52 
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The collective ministrations of a host of parachurch groups rank second 
in significance. By no means can all such organizations be listed. But among 
others, important contributions were made by the Finnish-based staff of 
Youth With a Mission; touring Christian rock groups, especially Living 
Sound (Terry Law), Reach Out Singers and Continental Singers; I Care Minis-
tries (Scott Wesley Brown); Slaviska Missionen (Rauli Lehtonen); Estonian 
Christian Ministries (Ende! Meiusi); Campus Crusade for Christ (Jaan Hein-
mets); Biblical Education by Extension (Charlie Warner); and Issachar 
(George Otis and Steve Weber). 
Throughout the postwar years, Scandinavian Christians have taken a 
disproportionately greater interest in fell ow believers in the Baltic states 
than have other Western Christians. Geographic proximity (meaning lower 
travel costs), cultural and historic ties, linguistic affinity (in the case of Esto-
nian and Finnish) and the dynamic and comparatively large Pentecostal 
churches of the Nordic region, all help explain Scandinavia's importance to 
Estonian Methodism.53 
United States tour groups, many including Christians from The United 
Methodist Church and other denominations, have been an encouragement 
and help to Estonian Methodists, even as these visitors have been encour-
aged by participation in worship in Estonia. By this means evangelically 
minded Estonian Methodism first made contact with Asbury College, 
Asbury Theological Seminary and the Good News movement-all of 
Wilmore, Kentucky and all strongly identified with the evangelical camp 
within United Methodism. 
Olav Parnamets learned English with a dream in mind of one day 
studying at Asbury Theological Seminary. That possibility seems, now, to 
have passed, but with the 1989-1990 academic year Heigo Ritsbek did be-
come the first Estonian Methodist to commence studies at Asbury Seminary. 
Estonian Methodism's predilection for the Asbury institutions and the like-
minded Good News movement proved a pleasant if unexpected surprise in 
March 1981 as the writer, at that time an Asbury College professor, led a 
tour group to Estonia.54 
In March 1981, an Asbury College tour group under this writer's direc-
tion, and including Dr. and Mrs. Harold Kuhn (now retired professor of 
philosophy of religion at Asbury Theological Seminary and retired profes-
sor of German at Asbury College respectively), worshiped with Estonian 
Methodists for the first time. This initial Asbury connection ultimately 
spawned a variety of helps for Estonian Methodism emanating not only 
from the college and seminary but from a number of Wesleyan parachurch 
bodies as well: the Estonian Methodist Fund, the Ed Robb Evangelistic As-
sociation, the Francis Asbury Society, and Missionary World Service and 
Evangelism. Most recently the thirty-six-member Asbury College Concert 
Choir, under the direction of Dr. Don Donaldson, performed in the Mere-
puiestee Street Methodist and Oleviste Baptist Churches in Tallinn in May 
1990. 
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The Asbury institutions' most significant contribution to Estonian 
Methodism to date would appear to be an ongoing series of pastors' work-
shops led by faculty from Asbury Theological Seminary. In December 1985, 
Dr. Robert Mulholland, professor of New Testament, accepted this author's 
invitation to travel to Estonia for work with Methodist pastors. His lectures 
on Acts and Revelation, subjects requested by Rev. Parnarnets, were re-
ceived with eagerness and rapt attention by more than one hundred pastors 
and lay persons. Now provost of Asbury Seminary, Dr. Mulholland is in an 
ideal position to facilitate the continuation of these pastors' workshops. In 
August 1988, Dr. Steve O'Malley, professor of church history and historical 
theology, gave lectures to assembled Estonian Methodists on historic Chris-
tian teachings as framed in the Apostle's Creed. Finally, in August 1989, Dr. 
and Mrs. David Seamands traveled to Estonia. Dr. Seamands, professor of 
pastoral ministry and author of a number of best-selling books including 
Healing for Damaged Emotions, led fellow Methodist ministers in Russian-oc-
cupied Estonia down the difficult but liberating path of forgiveness of one's 
enemies. One would have to be hard-hearted indeed not to be moved by the 
gripping trip reports of this trio of professors.ss 
Since 1978 many British Methodists have come to a rich appreciation for 
Estonian Methodism through trips organized by Rev. David Bridge. In addi-
tion to sizeable groups escorted to Estonia, in 1988 Rev. Bridge managed an 
unprecedented visit to a newly registered Methodist church in a previously 
off-limits border village in Western Ukraine. (In Tallinn in 1982, Rev. Bridge 
had witnessed a moving service of ordination for Rev. Ivan Vuksta, pastor 
of this small, ethnically diverse congregation in Karnenitsa, Transcarpathia, 
annexed by the Soviet Union from Czechoslovakia after World War 11.)56 
Ten U.S. Methodist bishops (Richard Raines, Ralph Ward, Jack Tuell, 
Finis Crutchfield, Paul Washburn, Marjorie Matthews, Paul Milhouse, Lance 
Webb, Edward Tullis and C. P. Minnick) have visited Estonia, as well as rep-
resentatives of U.S. United Methodist boards and agencies (Harry Denman, 
Eddie Fox, William Ellington, Ezra Earl Jones, Mary Sue Robinson, Carl 
Soule, Robert McClean and Maxie Dunnam). (See Appendix IL) While some 
United Methodist officials from the United States have had a powerful spiri-
tual impact upon Estonian Methodists, Bishop Webb being a revered ex-
ample, other American representatives have caused consternation within 
Estonian Methodist ranks by espousing pro-Socialist, even pro-Marxist sen-
timents and by questioning various tenets of historic Christian and 
Wesleyan doctrine.s7 
Additional Western groups which have established ties with Estonian 
Methodism include The World Methodist Council (Estonian visits by Gen-
eral Secretary Dr. Joe Hale, Dr. Alan Walker and Dr. Maxie Dunnam), the 
Estonian emigre community (including Rev. Evald Leps and Endel Meiusi) 
and the ecumenical movement (World Council of Churches and the U.S. 
National Council of Churches). (See Appendix II for specific dates of WMC, 
emigre and NCC visits.) 
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MEMBERSHIP DECLINE 
In contrast to the postwar growth into the 1970s, between 1974 and 1990 
Estonian Methodist membership fell from 2,363 to 1,783, a decline of twenty-
five percent. Similarly, the size of Tallinn's Merepuiestee Street Church, 
which numbered 1,166 in 1971, stood at 880 in January 1990.58 Painfully con-
scious of the downturn and earnestly praying for renewal is Rev. Olav Par-
namets. During an August 1985 visit to England he reflected with 
able candor on the situation, seeing unfortunate similarities in the English 
and Estonian experiences: 
We have to go back to our founder to the sources where all is clear 
and powerful, so that when we want to go forward, as we must, we 
have to go very much deeper than we are at the moment .... My 
feeling is that we in both Estonia and Britain do not have the hearts 
to save souls, to preach the Gospel with the life-cllanging love and 
power as John Wesley and others did in their generation .... The Lord 
wants to give us revival but sometimes we have become so 
lukewarm and formalistic and lifeless, so that when the Lord sends 
revival we do not recognize it. 
A final line epitomizes Rev. Parnamets's understanding of the solution: "But 
we are not a hopeless people-God can do it again when we pray."59 
One-time visitors rarely perceive a need for renewal in this Estonian 
church; in fact, just the opposite. Enriched by the perseverance, friendliness 
and deep faith of these Methodists, the vast majority of Western guests de-
part blessed and oblivious to the spiritual concerns voiced by Rev. Parnam-
ets. However, a number of longer-term Western observers quite sympa-
thetic to Estonian Methodism have detected smaller crowds and waning vi-
tality in recent years.6Cl In any case, the statistics for the past two decades are 
such that, sadly, Estonian Methodism is misplaced as the opening chapter in 
Lorna and Michael Bourdeaux's study of Ten Growing Soviet Churches. 
Rev. Parnamets is to be commended for so squarely facing the difficult 
problem of membership decline and, as he puts it, lukewarmness. Evaluat-
ing the causes in human terms, likewise, is a painful exercise for one sympa-
thetic to the church and its leaders. But historical research worthy of the 
name will have it no other way. 
In demographic terms, funerals were frequent in the 1970s and 1980s for 
many of the mostly middle-aged converts of the revival years of the 1950s. 
Whereas the Tallinn Methodist Church conducted an average of twenty fu-
nerals for members per year in the 1960s, the number of funerals per year in 
the 1980s rose to fifty. 61 On the other hand, in the 1970s and 1980s many 
young people attended and even joined the Methodist Church-but they 
did not necessarily remain. Quite a few joined the Baptist Church; recently 
quite a few have emigrated to the West; and, also recently, quite a few have 
joined a strongly nationalistic Pentecostal movement, Word of Life. 
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While it is true that Christian rock music in the Soviet Union started in 
the Estonian Methodist Church and that Alexander Kuum and Hugo Oengo 
favored it for its appeal to youth, other Methodists, including former Mo-
ravians, opposed it. By the time Rev. Pamamets was reconciled to Jaanus 
Kamer and the Selah sound in 1977, many young people already had de-
parted the fold. Heigo Ritsbek estimates that forty percent of the youth who 
joined Tallinn's Oleviste Baptist Church in 1976 were converted in Method-
ist meetings.62 
Emigration to the West in the 1980s, as well, has taken its toll. Some sev-
enty former members of the Tallinn Methodist Church now live in the 
United States, approximately sixty from the Russian congregation and ten 
from the Estonian congregation, including Jaanus Kamer's family (1982), 
organist Monika Kaldre (1988), Heigo Ritsbek's family (1989) and Kersti Par-
namets, oldest daughter of the superintendent (1989). Between July 1988 
and July 1989 alone, thirty Russian-speaking Methodist families departed 
for the West.63 
The loss of members to the Word of Life movement in the late 1980s also 
weakened Estonian Methodism. Imported books and Samizdat (privately re-
produced and distributed literature) advocating "health and wealth" pros-
perity theology have been circulating in the Baltic states for decades. Gener-
ously funded by its advocates, especially in the United States and Scandina-
via, this "theology of success," with which Estonia's Word of Life Church 
identifies, teaches that a true Christian (a) will possess health and wealth; 
and (b) will profess the baptism of the Holy Spirit accompanied by glossola-
lia (speaking in tongues) and healing miracles. Prosperity theology holds 
that believers who do not possess the above signs of grace "are not Chris-
tians at all, or are Christians weak in faith or are living in sin." A radical off-
shoot of the Charismatic movement, various aspects of "health and wealth" 
teaching derive from American preachers Kenneth E. Hagin (especially in-
fluential in Scandinavia and the Baltic states), Kenneth Copeland, Robert H. 
Schuller and Norman Vincent Peale and Scandinavians Ulf Ekman (Sweden) 
and Hans Braterud (Norway).64 In addition, the Estonian Word of Life 
Church aggressively advocates national independence and has criticized 
Methodist and Baptist leaders unwilling to take public positions on political 
issues.65 
On several occasions Scandinavian guest preachers urged Word of Life 
teachings on Methodist gatherings without the blessing of the church's lead-
ership. "Health and wealth" theology spread within Methodist ranks to the 
point that serious friction emerged in a church not known for its material 
aspirations, politics or doctrinaire theology. Finally, in 1987, more than one 
hundred young advocates of Kenneth Hagin's teachings left The Methodist 
Church (mostly adherents, rather than members), while a larger departure 
from the Oleviste Baptist Church occurred at the same time over the same 
issue. Many young people, including musicians, left the Tallinn Methodist 
Church, causing Rev. Pamamets, Rev. Ritsbek and the congregation genuine 
grief.66 
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By all accounts Superintendent Pamamets' strength is his prayer life 
and spiritual grounding, rather than his attention to administrative detail. 
At the same time his increasingly frequent absences for trips abroad have at 
times left his church adrift. Since 1975 Rev. Pamamets has taken at least 
twenty-one trips abroad, on occasion for several months at a time.67 Rev. 
David Bridge, the superintendent's good friend from England, is deeply 
concerned about the situation. "I wonder ... what is the effect of Olav Par-
namets having become something of a world figure within Methodism with 
the result that he has to be away from his home church on a number of occa-
sions and frequently for many weeks at a time."68 Unquestionably, moral 
and material benefit derives to Estonian Methodism from the superinten-
dent's cultivation of Western ties. The question, then, is one of balancing the 
advantages of travel against the disadvantages of a shop left untended. With 
Rev. Ritsbek's emigration in February 1989, the problem would appear to 
have become more acute. 
Rev. Hans Vaxby, the Northern European Central Conference's new 
bishop as of 1989, may consider it imprudent or impossible to countermand 
the recent sale of the Tallinn Methodist parsonage to the Pamamets family, a 
stumbling block for some other Estonian pastors. But the bishop has taken 
steps to regularize the channeling of Western aid to Estonian Methodists. 
On January 22, 1990, Vaxby appointed a Helsinki-based Estonian support 
group, including one representative each from the Finnish-speaking and the 
Swedish-speaking annual conferences of Finland; an Estonian living in Fin-
land; Rev. Pamamets; the bishop and, as chairman, Rev. Hakan Sandstrom, 
a Swedish-speaking Finn with a long history of assistance to Estonian 
Methodism. "The intention with the group," Bishop Vaxby relates, "is to co-
ordinate all help to Estonia as well as all information and exchange pro-
grams with Methodists within the [Northern European] Central Conference 
(Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden), with other Central Conferences, 
United Methodists all over the world, British Methodism and other Method-
ist Churches and with individuals and congregations of other denomina-
tions."69 
One of the specific charges of the support group is to coordinate West-
ern visits with Estonian Methodists. Some such liaison is needed, given the 
extraordinarily large volume of visitors the Tallinn Methodist Church in 
particular is obliged to host. Heigo Ritsbek, who for years bore the brunt of 
translating duties, admits, "We had no normal church life. How could 
you ... with five hundred foreign guests in a year?" 70 
The practice of having the vast majority of Western guests preach also 
would appear to have been a mixed blessing. British Methodist David 
Bridge, who has delivered his fair share of sermons in Estonia, has written 
to the present writer with second thoughts concerning the phenomenon: 
"As you have experienced yourself, visitors are frequently invited to preach 
in the church. While this is a nice thing in small doses, the growing number 
of visitors must have meant that the worship and teaching life of the church 
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has been seriously disrupted. Again not all visitors are of equal value and a 
few seem to have done real harm."71 
The church's leadership would see foreign guests introducing divisive 
Word of Life teachings as one example. A second would be culturally insen-
sitive sermons by some United Methodists theologically and politically far 
afield from the strongly evangelical Estonian Methodists. Such messages de-
livered by Western preachers, nicknamed "Leftodists," agitated the mem-
bership sufficiently that the Tallinn Methodist pastors on occasion have re-
frained from announcing some upcoming U.S. Methodist visitors before-
hand.72 
Disruptive messages aside, which in any case would appear to be less 
numerous than edifying ones, the sheer volume of visitors leading in wor-
ship would seem to inhibit any continuity in teaching from Estonian pas-
tors . Why Rev. Pamamets directs, and why leaders before him directed, for-
eign guests into the pulpit as a matter of course is an interesting question. 
Traditional Estonian hospitality must play a part. In addition, a psychologi-
cal reaction to decades of fearsome isolation may be at work.73 In 1987, when 
asked by representatives of a parachurch ministry, "what was the most im-
portant thing we could do for him [Rev. Pamamets], we were impressed 
with his period of silent consideration of the question and greatly touched 
by his reply: 'Maintaining fellowship of the entire Body of Christ, visiting 
and praying so that we know that we are not alone."' 74 
Whatever the merit of various reservations concerning Rev. Pamamets' 
leadership and whatever portion of responsibility he should bear for Esto-
nian Methodism's membership decline, there is no denying that throughout 
his tenure the superintendent and his church have been an exceptional 
blessing to a host of Western sojourners. Teenagers and bishops alike have 
come away, and still come away, moved by the worship and witness of this 
farflung outpost of Methodism. (See Appendix III for a sampling of visitors' 
commendations.) Rev. Eddie Fox of The United Methodist Board of Disci-
pleship speaks for many in recounting his time among Estonian Methodists: 
"I have never experienced such intensity of worship of Jesus Christ. As the 
elements for holy communion were served, many persons openly wept for 
joy."75 But perhaps the most telling testimonial comes from the pages of the 
Soviet Academy of Science journal, Voprosy nauchnogo ateisma (Problems of 
Scientific Atheism) in a 1979 analysis of factors contributing to Methodist 
growth and vitality, not the least of which this Marxist piece lists as the cen-
trality of prayer and the congregation's obvious dependence upon it during 
worship.76 Not surprisingly, Loma and Michael Bourdeaux, from the van-
tage point of 1986, characterize this article as "one of the liveliest and most 
attractive accounts of Christian life ever to have appeared in a Soviet 
source."77 
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1980s: SIGNS OF HOPE 
For all the concern over membership decline since the 1970s, glasnost in 
the 1980s has provided Estonian Methodism with any number of hopeful 
signs. In December 1988-January 1989, Endel Meiusi of Estonian Christian 
Ministries, with the assistance of The International Bible Society, imported 
twenty thousand copies of a revised translation of the Estonian Bible. This 
shipment, forming the largest legal distribution of Estonian Bibles since the 
Soviet wartime takeover, was printed in Finland and shipped to Tallinn. 
Weighing some twenty-six tons, the Scriptures were distributed in propor-
tion to membership to the Lutherans, Evangelical Christians-Baptists, 
Orthodox, Methodists (two thousand copies) and Pentecostals.78 
Subsequent, even larger shipments of Estonian Scriptures bring total 
imports for 1988-1990 to two hundred thousand. Estonian Methodists now 
have sufficient Scriptures for their membership, with an additional supply 
for use in outreach to nonbelievers.79 At the same time that Estonian Meth-
odists were the beneficiaries of donated Scriptures the membership man-
aged a 1989 contribution of six thousand rubles from its modest resources 
for Armenian earthquake relief. 80 
Work with children and young people also has taken on renewed vital-
ity of late. Sunday schools, begun without state permission in 1972, but un-
officially tolerated for years, came under new restrictions in the mid-1980s. 
Today, in contrast, the work is open and growing, at present in Tallinn 
numbering one hundred Estonian and seventy Russian children. As Urve 
Parnamets, founder of the Methodist Sunday schools puts it, "Now in Sun-
day school I see ten pair of new eyes I haven't seen before and they listen 
well. So we have a big field of work."81 Rev. Ullas Tankler also relates a bur-
geoning Sunday school ministry in his Parnu congregation.82 
In the summer of 1988 young people from the Tallinn Methodist and 
Oleviste Baptist Churches inaugurated a first-ever youth evangelism cam-
paign in connection with an annual festival in the city's historic Old Town.83 
The next summer the Tallinn Methodist Youth Choir began a women's 
prison ministry which has seen scores of inmates' lives transformed.84 
In Parnu in March 1989 and soon after in Tallinn, Methodists and Bap-
tists launched a joint children's foundation. Through an interdenomina-
tional children's choir, funds are being raised for aid to orphans.85 In June 
1989 the Tallinn Methodist Church held a confirmation service for twenty-
four young people, while the denomination's annual summer camp in July 
had 250 participants.86 In 1989 the Parnu Methodist Church was able to do-
nate Bibles to each of the city's thirteen schools.87 Finally, in August 1989 an 
Estonian organizing committee, including Methodists, worked with Youth 
for Christ, Outreach for Christ International, Scott Wesley Brown and others 
to sponsor a gospel festival including four days of concerts by some one 
hundred Western and Estonian Christian musicians. Held in the six-thou-
sand-seat Lenin Palace of Culture and Sports, more than thirteen hundred 
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persons made public, Christian commitments. A large number of Method-
ists of all ages sat together. A visiting David Seamands heard them repeat, 
"We're here. We know it's happening, but we can't believe it. We've prayed 
for it for so long!"88 
While Estonian Methodism still considers education for pastors a major 
need, a number of developments in the 1980s have at least made short-term 
contributions to that end: pastor's workshops led by Asbury Theological 
Seminary faculty (1985-), Youth With a Mission Schools of Evangelism 
(1986-) and Biblical Education by Extension (late 1980s-). In 1987 Rev. Ul-
las Tankler, pastor of the Parnu Methodist Church, left for the Methodist 
Seminary at Bad Klosterlausnitz, East Germany, becoming the first Estonian 
Methodist since World War II to study abroad. More recently, in September-
November 1989, Rev. Toomas Pajusoo from Tallinn studied at the Free 
Church Bible College, Santala, Finland. (Heigo Ritsbek, studying at Asbury 
Theological Seminary from September 1989, emigrated to the United States 
in February 1989 with little expectation of returning to Estonia. Should Esto-
nia regain its independence in the next several years, Rev. Ritsbek likely 
would return.)89 
Church planting and church building in the 1980s also have boosted the 
morale of Estonian Methodism: dedication of a new church building in 
Narva (1987); dedication of a newly renovated Orthodox chapel for a newly 
registered Methodist congregation at Karsa (February 1990); permission 
granted for Methodist congregations in Tallinn and Parnu to build their 
own sanctuaries after decades of renting from Seventh-day Adventists 
(1989); registration of a Methodist congregation in Syktyvkar, Kami 
[A.S.S.R., U.S.F.S.R.] (1988); and the possibility of Methodist registration for 
a fellowship of believers in Yakutsk, Siberia.90 After World War II, Rev. En-
del Rang from the Tapa Methodist Church spent time in a Siberian labor 
camp. For many years he has returned at least once a year to minister to sev-
eral small fellowships he helped to establish. Estonian authorities have 
given permission for Methodists to establish a building fund with a hard-
currency bank account. Western contributions now may go directly toward 
the construction of the Tallinn Methodist Church.91 
Bishop Hans Vaxby's deep sympathy for and active interest in Estonian 
Methodism continues a pattern ably set by Bishop Ole Borgen before him. 
Since his April 1989 election to head the Northern European Central Confer-
ence, Bishop Vaxby has visited Estonia twice with another trip planned to 
survey the prospects for Methodism in such seemingly improbable Soviet 
regions as Kami and Siberia. Especially heartening has been the bishop's 
timely appointment of an Estonian support group. This may be interpreted 
as a response to the clear need for more systematic liaison between Estonian 
Methodism and its Western sympathizers. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the era of glasnost, churchgoing actually is becoming popular and pa-
triotic in Estonia. But as Sunday school founder Urve Parnamets has put it, 
"Our nation needs more than just going to church."92 Increasing freedom of 
expression in Estonia can also, within the church, give rise to a new problem 
of nominalism. As Estonia and its Methodist Church revel in new liberties 
and opportunities, Bishop Borgen' s recent caution should be taken seri-
ously: "They [Estonian Methodists] will find it is much more difficult to be a 
Christian in good times than in bad times." A saying of the bishop's father 
puts it even more succinctly: "It takes a strong back to carry good days."93 
Whether the days be good or bad, there still is no reason to accept F. I. Fed-
erenko' s 1965 prediction that anytime now, "one should anticipate [the] 
complete disappearance of Methodism from the Soviet Union."94 
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APPENDIX I 
ESTONIAN METHODIST CHURCH MEMBERSHIP 
NUMBER OF 
TALLINN ESTONIA REGISTERED 
DATE MEMBERSHIP MEMBERSHIP CON GREGA TIO NS 
1934 1,2421 141 
1939 under 3002 
1940 1,6003 263 
1943 1,2424 






1965 2, 1002/2,1221 
1969 ns 
1970 1,1159 2,1099 
1971 1,15310 /1,1669 2,2089 / 2,20010 I 2,3004 1410 
1973 2,3004 
1974 2,36311 
1977 1,15112 2,35012 
1979 1,08713 2,237'5·14 155,14 
1981 1,10015 2,16015 /2,1751 141.15 
1983 1,1006 2,5006 156 
1987 2,20016 / 2,35011 
1988 9001s I 92419 2,0005 /1,78819 
1989 88819 1,74719 /1,90020 1519 
1990 88019 1,78319, 21 1721 
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APPENDIX III 
THE INFLUENCE OF ESTONIAN METHODISM UPON 
WESTERN VISITORS 
"It is difficult to speak of the warmth and affection in which we hold our be-
loved Methodist sisters and brothers of Estonia. Their faithfulness, their quiet but 
steady witness is penetrating their society." 
Letter from Rev. and Mrs. John Johannaber, U.S. Embassy Chaplaincy, 
1983-1986, to author, February 19, 1990. 
"The Estonian church, because of its persecution, is no doubt the strongest and 
most vital church in the Northern Europe Annual Conference of The Methodist 
Church. I think our people in Scandinavia very soon will realize what some of us 
have known very long-that the Estonian contribution to us is greater and far more 
important than our contribution to them, because our contribution is mostly mate-
rial, theirs is eternal." 
Letter from Bishop Hans Vaxby, Northern Europe Conference of 
The United Methodist Church, to author, February 6, 1990; 
quoted in Elliott, "Roomsad Teated! Good News in Estonia," 
Good News 15 (September /October 1981): 12. , 
"Our visit to Estonia was one of the highlights of my Episcopal ministry. The 
people were searching and hungry for Bible teaching. Bishop Borgen and I taught 
nearly all day Saturday in the Merepuistee church where the preachers had gath-
ered. They would have stayed all night if we could have held on." 
Letter from Bishop Edward L. Tullis to author, January 23, 1990. 
"In the midst of all of their problems, the choral and congregational singing 
was fantastic. The emotional impact of sharing in such a service was overwhelming. 
At the close of one of those stirring [seventy-fifth) anniversary services, David 
Bridge, the representative of British Methodism, said to me, with tears streaming 
down his cheeks, 'I say, old boy, that was a bit much."' 
Edward L. Tullis, Shaping the Church From the Mind of Christ 
(Nashville: The Upper Room, 1984), pp. 9, 32. 
"Our life and worship among the Christian community in Estonia was a deeply 
enriching and inspirational experience. The presence and work of the Holy Spirit in 
their life is obvious and one's personal experiences in their fellowship affirms that 
presence over and over." 
Letter of Bishop C. P. Minnick, Jr., to author, February 2, 1990. 
Bishop Ole Borgen, North Europe Conference of the United Methodist Church, 
1970-1989, refers to his participation in Tallinn, Estonia, in the 1982 ordination serv-
ice of Ivan Vuksta, pastor of a long-isolated church in Western Ukraine, as "one of 
my most moving experiences in all my years." 
Borgen interview, January 28, 1990. 
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"The Sunday morning in that church [Tallinn Methodist] was probably one of 
the biggest thrills of my life .... The church was filled, the platform was full, the bal-
cony was full and there were people standing in the back of the church." 
Rev. C. V. Elliott, Vice President of Outreach Ministries, Missionary World 
Service and Evangelism, unpublished Soviet trip report, August 1988, p . 6. 
"Rev. Parnamets had developed an excellent schedule for my time in Estonia. 
On Sunday, December 8, I preached at the morning and afternoon services at the 
Methodist Church in Tallinn. Both services were full with many people standing at 
the back and in the aisles. The people were very attentive to the messages and re-
sponsive in an extended time of prayer and commitment following the service. 
"At the close of the ' formal' worship service ... the Methodists of Estonia differ 
from us. Instead of heading home or to their favorite restaurant for dinner, the 
church comes alive with spontaneous prayer circles, discussion groups, Bible stud-
ies and a considerable number of seekers at the altar. People come to the altar for 
special prayer: for healing, for personal difficulties, for relationships. They come for 
counseling, seeking the deeper spiritual life." 
Dr. M. Robert Mulholland, Jr., provost, Asbury Theological Seminary, 
unpublished Soviet trip report, 1986, p. 1; quoted in "With the 
Methodists of Estonia," New World Outlook 48 (October 1987): 40. 
"On Tuesday, August 2, I traveled with Olav [Parnamets] 186 km to the univer-
sity city of Tartu, where I preached on Hebrews 12 to an audience of more than three 
hundred persons in our UM church, which meets in a former Orthodox church 
building. The people were most gracious and eager to hear the gospel. Several pro-
fessors and students were present, as well as members of our church. Many stayed 
after the service for prayer for salvation and healing and this time of blessing con-
tinued another 1 1/2 hours .... Among my greatest joys was praying and sharing in 
depth at meals and in cars with Olav and Urve and two lay leaders of their congre-
gation, who became heart brothers in Christ with me during these days. How good 
it is to know that God is with His people in Estonia, USSR. I have met them and I 
have met Him anew through them." 
Dr. J. Steven O'Malley, Asbury Theological Seminary, 
unpublished Soviet trip report, 1988, pp. 1, 3. 
"I...felt the Spirit clearly leading me to talk on the need to forgive and to face 
responsibility for our choices. This hit home because they have to constantly 
struggle with bitterness against the hurts and injustices perpetuated by a repressive 
government and an army of occupation. It was about 5:00 p.m. when the seminars 
ended and the invitation to prayer was given. Many prayed with deep emotion. A 
young pastor sitting near Helen sobbed and n:toaned and told her later that God had 
done a deep healing in his heart. It was the insistence on facing responsibility which 
had been Spirit-led. Olav told us later that they had not thought of that. 'For years,' 
he said, 'We have been blaming the Russians for everything. It is our great excuse. 
We must forgive them and then face our own responsibility for the future' .... Helen 
and I can assure you, we will never be quite the same, for we will never forget our 
brothers and sisters in Christ in Estonia." 
Dr. David Seamands, Asbury Theological Seminary, 
unpublished Soviet trip report, August 1989, pp. 4, 6. 
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